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Abstract—Fuel cell electrocatalysts are constrained by various
factors, most importantly, the precious catalysts leading to the
development and exploration of the novel, cheap and highly
effective and stable electrocatalyst. In this work, novel optimised
gas diffusion electrode half-cell benchmarking tool is utilised
for determining the sluggish kinetics of ORR electrocatalyst
that aims to bridge the gap between two conventional and
fundamental and applied electroanalytical devices as RDE and
MEA. To analyse the versatility of GDE method, various catalysts
were evaluated to optimise the catalyst layer such as commercial
Pt/C catalyst, advanced Pt/HGS catalyst and non PGM Fe-N-C
catalyst. The Pt/C proved to be high performing catalyst with
ECSA of 66.59 m2/gpt approaching to limiting current density of
2 A/cm2 at 0.63 VRHE in 1.0 M HClO4. As compared to HClO4,
the Pt/C suffered from severe degradation in 1.0 M H2SO4

facing mass transport limitation. The addition of membrane to
commercial Pt/C in both electrolytes to mimic the conditions
of PEMFC gave a comparable activity with less degradation.
However, the Pt/C approached to extreme mass transport lim-
itation in synthetic air due to low concentration of O2 and
contamination in the air. The performance of Pt/C in alkaline
was superior by achieving limiting current density of 2 A/cm2

at 0.8 VRHE , which was highest in comparison to literature
and it is believed to be overestimated due to huge difference
for forward and backward scans. Stress cycling of confined Pt
nanoparticles supported on highly graphitised Pt/HGS improved
the catalyst activity. After subjecting to 10,000 and 30,000 cycles,
the ORR activity enhanced up to 50 mV and thus, the catalyst
layer was optimised accordingly. AEMFC conditions were also be
mimicked in GDE cell with non PGM catalyst Fe-N-C which was
investigated in 1.0 M KOH for the stability, ionomer activation
and reproducibility. The catalyst layer was optimised with high
ion exchange ionomers, and it has been found that the catalyst
activity can be enhanced to approximately 80-100 mV by several
breaking and time-based(max 48 hours) ionomer activation
procedures. The Fe-N-C proved to be stable during ORR in
O2 but faced severe degradation in O2 backed degradation
cycling. Thus, GDE is proved to be a very effective method
for quicker, reliable optimisation of electrocatalyst performance
but with several challenges which are discussed in this work
and it can be used to optimise the catalyst layer properties
with minimum efforts. More comprehensive analysis can be
addressed by merging different characterisation mechanism and
metal ions dissolution quantification techniques that will enable
this method to be upgraded for fuel cell electrocatalyst research
and development sector.

Index Terms—Oxygen reduction reaction; Non precious metal
group catalyst; Platinum confinement; Gas diffusion electrode;
AEMFC; PEMFC.

I. INTRODUCTION

GLOBAL warming with increasing greenhouse gases con-
centration caused by anthropogenic activities is imposing

drastic changes in eco and biosphere. Due to high energy
demand, the CO2 emissions surged up to 1.7% with 33.1 Gt
CO2 in 2018. According to Environmental Indicator Report
by European Economic Area in 2018, the objective of green
and low carbon economy from greenhouse gases reduction
from transport is unlikely to be achieved by 7th Environmental
Action Plan implementation (2014-2020). The transportation
section contributes as a major role in greenhouse gases emis-
sion, in 2017 around 27% of total EU emissions come from
transportation section, making it the second biggest pollutant
emitter after energy production sector[1].
The infrastructure for fuel cell vehicles (FCV) is growing
to further advancement as more vehicles are being produced
primarily in Germany, Japan and the USA where japan has
surpassed every other country with 92 refuelling stations.
Toyota planned to produce 30,000 vehicles per year in 2020,
Hyundai is targeting for 40,000 units per year production
facility with 6.2 Billion US$ investment[2]. In 2019, it was
forecasted that the fuel cells that were shipped for transport
purposes would reach a capacity of almost 907.8 megawatts.
The most fuel cell delivered to customers were from the
transportation sector, and the supply has been increasing
exponentially. This shows the potential of zero-emission- fuel
cell application in the transportation section and interest of
the business community but certain factors act as a barrier
for possible commercialization. Fuel cell relies heavily on
catalyst mainly platinum, a significant barrier to overcome
cost-related issues in a fuel cell is platinum catalyst loading
at cathode and anode. As per the breakdown analysis of cost,
the catalyst costs around 41% of the total stack accounts for
500,000 units per year projected in 2017[3]. The projected cost
for the fuel cell system is nearly around 45 USD/kW with a
target of 30 USD per kW by the US Department of Energy.
From the past decade, the commercial (FCV) sector focused on
the reduction of platinum loading, which eventually reduces
the total cost of the system. The platinum consumption in
the commercial sector is widely varied for different numbers
of applications. Auto-catalyst industries are significant sectors
of platinum consumption in the market as much as 34.33%
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as most of which is utilized in the fuel cell. Most of the
platinum metal reserves available worldwide are present in
South Africa, nearly 63,000 metric ton which is 95% of total
reserves available today in Earth crust. Increasing demand and
depleting reserves are one of the major concerns for fuel cell
industrial applications. In 2017, the platinum loading targets
had been reduced to 0.125 mg/cm2 (around 10 g/vehicle) as
compared to 1.0 mg/cm2 (80g/vehicle) in 2002. Even the 10 g
will add an additional cost of 300 USD per vehicle. Over time,
there is a parallel relation in fuel cell system cost and catalyst
loading, which results in a reduction of 84% system cost and
88% platinum loading[2]. In the past years, extensive research
has been carried out for electrocatalyst for fuel cell, especially
in PEMFC. The commercialization of PEMFC imposes con-
straints by limited power density and stability[4]. The catalyst
must be able to bear extensive potential cycling and shutdown
events for over 5000 hours lifetime and produce at least 1-
1.5 A/cm2 at 0.6 VRHE . PEMFC faces several challenges
with platinum as a catalyst due to corrosive conditions in
the cell with very high overpotentials. Although, platinum
is by the most active electrocatalyst for fuel cell, but the
cost is the main factor. Another approach is to look for an
alternative fuel cell that works on less corrosive environments
with effective performance such as AEMFC and to look
further on the development of non-PGM electrocatalysts. All
of these will require an extensive amount of research to
be done with numerous testing to benchmark new catalyst.
Several methods are employed to benchmark electrocatalyst
such as RDE, MEA, half cell GDE and floating electrode. The
bottleneck for RDE technique is an unapproachable current
density to real fuel cell conditions as the limiting current
draws near to 6 mA/cm2 at 1600 rpm at 0.9 VRHE . RDE
measurements are usually performed at ambient temperature
and 1 bar oxygen partial pressure that limits the oxygen
solubility in electrolyte hence resulting in low current densities
due to low concentration and diffusion coefficients of dissolved
gases. Fleige et al. improved the design of RDE by coupling
magnetic drive to an electrochemical cell in the autoclave to
enable high temperature (140◦C) and pressure conditions (100
bars). These elevated conditions boosted the limiting current
densities due to better solubility of reacting gases in liquid
electrolyte[5]. Generally, the data from RDE is extrapolated
to PEMFC relevant densities (0.6 VRHE at 1.5–2.0 A/cm2)
usually approaches to significant errors. Catalyst performance
can differ to a broad range from 0.6-0.9 VRHE due to mass
transport phenomena inside the catalyst layer. This could
lead to misinterpretation of RDE results in which catalyst
perform better at 0.9 VRHE because the catalyst assembly
is immersed in an electrolyte (oxygen saturated) providing
superior access to electrons and protons while poor results
for higher current densities in MEA. To overcome the gap
and to take advantage of a fast and simplified method of
RDE and high current densities of MEA, another method
has been developed to benchmark catalyst in half cell gas
diffusion electrode GDE setup for investigating the kinetics
of electrocatalyst for ORR[6]. In this work, the PGM and
non PGM electrocatalyst will be evaluated for ORR in novel
GDE half-cell and the parameters affecting the catalyst will

be observed to optimize the catalyst through influencing other
parameters.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. GDE Half Cell Measurements
To investigate the ORR activity of Fe-N-C catalyst, we

operated the modified GDE half-cell developed by Ehelebe
et al. [6] which was already used to benchmark platinum
catalyst without any mass transport limitation and mimicked
fuel cell conditions. The Figure ?? shows the schematic CAD
view of GDE and cross-sectional view of electrode-electrolyte
interface. The cell is made up of PTFE which has very high
chemical resistance and strength[7]. The Viton O-rings were
used for coupling the gas chamber to the electrolyte chamber.
It provides better sealing due to high compressibility. The
cell is comprised of two compartments, i.e. gas chamber
and electrolyte compartment. The electrolyte compartment
(holdup volume 250 ml) is comprised of two chambers, one
for reference electrode and other for working electrode and
electrolyte. The reference electrode compartment is connected
to electrolyte compartment and working electrode interface
by lugging capillary in a symmetrically oriented position
(1mm apart from the electrode-electrolyte interface) to reduce
ohmic resistance between the working and reference electrode
(Ag/AgCl Metrohm). It does not impose any effect on electric
field between working and counter electrode (expanded mesh
of Ir/Ta mixed metal oxide [AN45272] on Ti, (METAKEM)).
To limit the temperature variation up to 4 K, the distance
between the counter and the working electrode is kept to
minimum 1cm to depreciate cell resistance. The gas chamber
comprised of low resistive (13 Ω m) graphite flow field
(R8710, SGL CARBON) with channelling to ensure distribu-
tive gas flow over the gas diffusion electrode. The exposed
area (2.01 cm2) of gas diffusion electrode to the electrolyte is
not compressed and supported by flow field from the back,
which also serves as a current distributor. For unhindered
conduction, the GDL is subjected to humidified gases (Air
Liquide with purity 99.998% Ar, O2 and synthetic air with
20% O2 in N2 ) in both electrolyte and gas compartment
by commercial humidifier (Low Flow Humidification System,
Fuel Cell Technologies, Inc) with mass flow controllers (EL-
Flow Se- lect, Bronckhorst) at 3 bar. Biologic potentiostats
(VSP-300) with two 2 A booster cable was used for data
acquisition and parameters control (potential, current) for all
experimental investigations of GDE half-cell.

1) Electrochemical Testing Protocol for GDE: Cyclic
voltammetry measurements were being carried out in Ar
saturated solution at 100 mV/s with the potential range of
0.05 to 1.2 VRHE and reported with 100% correction (95% in-
situ and 5% post-processing compensation). All the voltages
were referenced to VRHE which was measure before every
experiment (around 0.015 to 0.026 VRHE for HClO4 and
1.015-1.026 VRHE for KOH ) with mesh counter electrodes
and Ag-AgCl as a reference electrode. For ORR, spectroscopic
galvanic impedance spectroscopy(SGEIS) technique has been
carried out with O2 flow (250 mln/min) from -0.1mA to -4A in
both direction (forward and backward) within the range of 10
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kHz to 10 Hz with 100% post-correction of iR compensation.
The step was repeated until the achievement of reproducible
results. After that, degradation cycles were carried out (5000-
30000 cycles, depends on the requirement) within the potential
limit of 0.6-1.0 VRHE in saturated argon environment at a flow
rate of 250 mln/min and SGEIS ORR was carried out again
to see the stability of Fe-N-C after degradation cycles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

GDE method was chosen for this study to investigate the
ORR phenomena, degradation and stability studies for the state
of the art commercial platinum catalyst, advanced platinum
catalyst ( platinum nanoparticles on hollow graphite spheres)
and non-platinum catalyst (Fe-N-C with different ionomers)
in a mimicked fuel cell condition.

A. Commercial Pt/C Catalyst
1) Cleaning cycles impact: Before starting the ORR

procedure, the catalyst was cleaned by cleaning cycles in the
potential range of 0.05-1.2VRHE . The appropriate cleaning
cycles used for this study were 50, and it was already
observed that prolonging the cleaning cycles may result in
carbon corrosion[8]. To a certain extent, the carbon oxidation
in our GDE cell is quite negligible due to our controlled
parameters (scan rate 200 mV/s at room temperature), which
is according to literature that carbon corrosion in insignificant
until and unless fast scan rate at 500 mV/s is applied in
the potential regime of 0.6-1.5 VRHE[9]. The influence of
impurities can be seen in CVs (Figure 1) by a distinctive
difference between first and 50th cleaning cycle.

Fig. 1. Cleaning cycles for Pt/C HISPEC 4000 in GDE half-cell for PEMFC

In the first cycle, the peaks of oxidation are suppressed, and
the current density is continuously increasing after cycles due
to oxidation of organic impurities. In the high constant scan
rate of 50-200 mV/sec, the process of impurities oxidation
is faster, and the platinum surface is cleaned by adsorption
of hydrogen and oxygen species and removal of organic
impurities which is an important factor for further testing of
catalyst. The attribute of potential cycling leads to real surface
area exposure for better electrochemical reactions. However,
there is a possibility of platinum dissolution over the range of
0.85 VRHE as investigated by Cherevko et al[10].

2) Impact of non-membrane and membrane coated GDL
catalyst layer on ECSA : All the commercial state of the
art Pt/C catalysts were tested in the acid electrolyte with a
concentration of 1.0 M HClO4 and 1.0 M H2SO4 as shown
in Figure 2. In the CVs, it can be seen that the oxidation
current is higher for samples without a membrane (H2SO4

> HClO4) with an onset voltage '0.8 VRHE in the positive
scan and this can be related to the formation of species
(Oxygenated) on Pt such Pt-OH. In the negative scan, the
reduction peaks are visible in the range of 0.6-0.8 VRHE

leading to reduction of Pt oxides. The onset voltage of Pt
catalyst in H2SO4 for the formation of oxygenated species
shifted the peak current mainly caused by anion adsorption
with a difference of 0.8VRHE for HClO4 to 0.85 VRHE for
H2SO4 through strong bisulfate adsorption. Although the CVs
were determined in an oxygen-free environment, the presence
of O2 in the electrolyte is visible in the down bulge peaks
at around 0.75 VRHE affecting the redox reaction of Pt/C
where the reduction occurs. The samples without membranes
were least affected by the reduction, and there is a significant
increase in reduction currents for GDL without membranes.
After integrating the HUPD regions, the electrochemical sur-
face area of Pt/C electrocatalyst is found to be as 66.59
m2/gpt in HClO4, 61.55 m2/gpt in H2SO4, 53.67 m2/gpt in
HClO4(with membrane) and 25.49 m2/gpt in H2SO4 (with
membrane). The sequential order in ECSA is similar to the
CVs, but it was also observed that some factors could be
subjected to uneven estimation of ECSA.

Fig. 2. Comparison fo CVs for commercial Pt/C catalyst with 0.3mgPt/cm
2

in HClO4 and H2SO4 with and without membranes

3) ORR performance in O2 and Synthetic air (SA) purged
cathode in HClO4 and H2SO4 : The polarization curve
and Tafel plot during ORR was first determined in oxygen
via SGEIS technique with forwarding and backward scans
showing the typical redox behaviour of electrocatalyst in O2

and synthetic air in Figure 3. The samples were tested with and
without membrane in both HClO4 and H2SO4 and compared
the activity with previous literature to analyze the effect of the
bonded membrane to ORR activity.
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Fig. 3. Polarization curve of commercial Pt/C for ORR in O2 and SA obtained
via SGEIS

In Figure 3, it is revealed that the Pt/C in HClO4

approached to high limiting current density of 2 A/cm2 from
0.607-0.633 VRHE . At 0.66 VRHE and 1.5 A/cm2, both
polarization curves of Pt/C with and without membrane were
similar, but then the divergence appears with a difference of
' 26 mV. Although, both samples exhibited the same onset
and half-wave potential onset (Eonset 0.871 VRHE , E1/2

0.706 VRHE). This difference can be regarded as flooding at
the catalyst surface, which can be minimized with additional
cycling. In comparison to other GDE study, the results agree
with other researchers[6], [11].

4) Activity of commercial Pt /C catalyst in alkaline media
for AEMFC in GDE half-cell setup: Due to corrosive nature
of acidic electrolyte, the alkaline and neutral electrolytes
research has been increased in past years. Alkaline electrolyte
grabbed major attention due to beneficial properties of stable
environment while imposing the problems of membranes
stability. The CVs of platinum in alkaline gives different
features as compared to CVs in acid, especially in Hupd
region, the peaks of hydrogen adsorption occupy the different
onset potential approaching to a contracted double layer
region. In the underpotential deposition regions, the peaks
between 0.25-0.4 VRHE attributed to the interactive sites of
Pt(110) and Pt(100) and this is a crucial region due to anions
adsorption on the surface from electrolyte. The position of
peaks for their relative surface plane is similar to the single
crystal Pt in alkaline media and due to the minor shift after

ORR towards more positive onset, it can be assumed some
inhabitation effect occurred by blocked sites[12], [13].

Fig. 4. CVs of Pt/C HISPEC 4000 in 1.0M KOH

Fig. 5. Polarization Tafel plot of Pt/C HISPEC 4000 in 1.0M KOH

By integrating the Hupd, the determined ECSA was found
to be 72 m2/gpt which is slightly higher than the available
surface area in literature i.e. 62 m2/gpt. The ORR conducted
in HClO4 and KOH with similar catalyst can be seen in
Figure 7 and there is a significant comparison. Although, it is
well known that ORR in acid electrolyte for Pt/C catalyst with
relatively high performance in PEMFC but ORR in alkaline
electrolyte for Pt/C in AEMFC is still yet to explore. Due
to versatility of GDE, the commercial Pt/C HISPEC-4000
was investigated at high current densities. The catalyst in
KOH exhibited very high activity of approaching to 2 A/cm2

at 0.799VRHE with a high onset value of 0.88 VRHE . In
alkaline solution, the reaction needed less activation energy
approaching to high current density. While approaching to
2 A/cm2, the activity was changing linearly with a different
of 10-20 mV from 500-2000 mA/cm2. The same behaviour
was observed in second sample, therefore, the reproducibility
of GDE for this experiment can be observed. In comparison
to ORR in HClO4, the catalyst exhibited lower activity to
alkaline approach it 2 A/cm2 at 0.751 VRHE with almost the
similar onset and the results in HClO4 agree with previous
literature. The difference in activities for ORR started at high
current densities from 100 mA/cm2 up to 2A/cm2 with an
increasing difference of 20-40 mV. Even though, the activity
of Pt/C in alkaline is relatively high then latest research
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approaching to 0.73 VRHE at 2A/cm2, the results in GDE
are not conclusive.

B. Advanced Pt/HGS Catalyst

1) Impact of stress cycling on the activity enhancement of
Pt/HGS: In this work, the effects of break in procedure and
AST cycles were carried out in a GDE half-cell to investigate
the highest possible activity of Pt/HGS in 1.0 M HClO4. The
approach is to get a state to achieve maximum activation
through intense cycling by applying positive potential from
0.4-1.0 VRHE . The cycling can help to detach the carbon
layer over the active sites of sintered Pt nanoparticles and
helps in providing the better accessibility for reaction. In
the lab investigations done previously (not published), it has
been found that Pt/HGS requires aging (10,000 cycles) to
reach it maximum potential activity and it will show better
performance in PEMFC due to high oxygen diffusion through
mesoporous structure.

Fig. 6. Polarization curve and Tafel plot showing ORR performance changes
with stress cycling in 1M HClO4 for low loading Pt/HGS

In order to understand the effect of aging and the catalyst
loading impact on the ORR performance, samples with
loading 0.04mgPt/cm2 and 0.1 mgPt/cm2 were prepared and
the test has been done twice to check the reproducibility of
results. The impact of loading of state-of-the-art Pt/C has
been extensively studied by various researchers that showed
that the ORR performance is also dependent on optimal

catalyst loading. It can be seen in polarization curve Figure 6
that sample with higher loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm

2 approached
the limited current density of 2 A/cm2 at 0.65 VRHE with
almost the same half wave potential and onset potential of
0.75 VRHE . The second sample of same loading exhibited the
exactly similar trend. The sample with low loading of 0.04
mgPt/cm

2 approached the limited current density of '0.45
VRHE (average) at the limiting current density of 2 A/cm2.
The onset potential of this sample was very low compared
to higher loading sample with Eonset '0.6 VRHE , therefore,
low loading sample exhibited the higher activation losses.
The difference of activities in both samples is less at low
current densities while it is broadening as the polarization
approaches to limiting current density with a difference of
'20 mV, the trend is also similar to the catalyst investigation
for Pt/C catalyst in GDE half-cell. The OCV of higher and
lower Pt loading ranges from '0.9-1.0 VRHE .

2) ECSA determination and complications for Pt/HGS:
The impact of activation can be seen during the intensive AST
cycles effecting the surface area which ultimately have an
impact on catalyst utilization. In order to verify the statement
from Pt/HGS manufacturers that the catalyst will achieve the
maximum activity after subjecting to 10000 AST cycles, the
catalyst in this research was subject to 30,000 AST cycles as
standardized by DOE to see after effects of 10K cycles. The
activation cycles can increase the electrochemically active
surface area. In the beginning, before and after ORR cycling,
the ECSA was found to be '50.84-52 m2/gpt which increased
after 2500 cycles to 62 mm2/gpt and then remain stable till
10k cycles with ECSA of 60 m2/gpt. Eventually after 30,000
cycles, the ECSA reduced to lowest as 44.08 m2/gpt by
not be able to retain its initial surface area. Although, it is
challenging to subject catalyst to cyclic voltammetry cycles
continuously which requires stable cathode catalyst design
to give reproducible results which is still challenging in fuel
cell but can be achieved by well controlled conditions[14].
Initially, the ECSA was similar showing that the catalyst
is not subjected to particles agglomeration and growth, the
chances of carbon corrosion is also negligible due to ECSA
increases from 2500-10K cycles.

Fig. 7. ECSA variation during stress cycling in 1.0 M HClO4 for Pt/HGS
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C. Non PGM Fe-N-C Catalyst

1) Degradation in AST Oxygen (O2) and Argon (Ar):
The degradation of Fe-N-C influenced by Oxygen is well
understood for PEMFC due to production of Fenton reagent
and has been studied before but there is still a gap for
degradation mechanism in AEMFC for Fe-N-C which is
addressed in this work. The impact of gases (O2 and Ar) can
impose different performance degradation behaviour during
the stress cycling. The Fe-N-C catalyst was examined for
degradation through AST by cycling continuously in the
potential range of 0.6-1.2 VRHE in Ar and O2 for 5000
degradation cycles. Under certain specific conditions, the
catalyst was subject to degradation by accelerating the cycles
to 100 mV/sec leading to faster redox reaction. Figure 8
represents the polarization curve and Tafel plot, the ORR
measurement has been carried out in a period of time before
and after AST, in comparison to limited current density of
2A/cm2, the samples with Ar purged AST showed better
performance after AST with an increase in ORR activity from
0.49 VRHE to 0.509 VRHE .

Fig. 8. Polarization curve of Fe-N-C with average loading 1.5
mgFe−N−C /cm2 facing degradation during ORR in O2and Ar

The better activity after ORR gives a clue that activation
of sample can be required before experiment. However, the
severe degradation of catalytic activity occurred for AST
with O2 from 0.49-0.233 VRHE . It is interesting that catalyst
was stable and showed similar ORR activity at high current
density region to that of Ar-AST samples.

2) Impact of Ion Exchange Capacity IEC: The Fe-N-C
catalyst coated GDL was prepared with commercial Fe-N-C
Pajarito powder and commercial ionomer AemionTM, both are
optimized for utilization in AEMFC to operate without the use
of PGM. The ionomer is classified into two categories with
different ion exchange capacities (IEC) i.e. high ion exchange
capacity ionomer (HIEC) and low ion exchange capacity
ionomer (LIEC). In this section, the comparison and behaviour
of Fe-N-C with different IEC is investigated. The main is-
sue that affects the AEMFC performance is the degradation

(chemical) of ion exchange material either ionomer or anion
exchange membrane, which makes it unable to achieve the
high activity as compared to Pt and its alloys in PEMFC. This
degradation effect is caused by nucleophilic attack and some
elementary reactions between OH− anions and functional
groups of ion exchange material[15]. Due to instability issue,
the purpose of this work is to optimize the ionomer for better
stability regardless of high performing activity. Despite of
the efforts made for optimizing and synthesizing the novel
functional group, the high current density and stability is yet
to achieve[16]. The polarization curve of samples HIEC and
LIEC with loading ' 1.73VRHE is shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Polarization curve showing the performance difference for high and
low anion exchange capacity ionomer

Both sample exhibited almost similar activity in O2 ORR
such as HIEC achieved 0.53 VRHE at limiting current density
of 2A/cm2 and LIEC with 0.51 VRHE at 2 A/cm2 . The
activation required for both samples are different as HIEC
with onset of 0.8 VRHE and LIEC with onset of 0.88 VRHE

showing that high activation needed for sample with high
IEC. Interesting, as approaching to half wave potential, the
performance of LIEC was better but the error bar shows that
there is a difference in between forward and backward scan
showing that LIEC suffers from water imbalance issue. After
achieving the half wave potential, the HIEC performance
enhanced surpassing the LIEC activity at limiting current
density showing that IEC content can impact the performance
and stability at high current density. In the Tafel plot (figure
9, the OCV of LIEC and HIEC Fe-N-C was found to be
0.99-1.01 VRHE which is below thermodynamic value of
H2/O2 fuel cell showing the activation losses. The LIEC Tafel
slope of 51 mV/dec was achieved in the low current density
region of 0.1-10 mA/cm2 from 0.8-1.0 VRHE and 181.94
mV/dec in the high current density region. This transition of
high slope of Tafel plot shows that catalyst was subjected
to degradation from 0.8 VRHE which is high above the fuel
cell limiting degradation potential of 0.6 VRHE . The HIEC
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Tafel slope of 99.89 mV/dec was achieved in low current
density region of 0.1-10 mA/cm2 from 0.7-0.95 VRHE and
102.11 mV/dec in the high current density regions which
shows that the performance degradation in the high current
region for HIEC is not much bad as for LIEC. Regarding IEC
of ionomers, AemionTM activity with higher efficiency and
OH- conductivity is significantly better as compared to other
ionomers with high IEC 1.3 meq/g[17]. The high IEC leads
to high ionic conductivity, more water uptake which results
in more dimensional swelling.

3) Catalyst layer optimization of Fe-N-C LIEC by
Activation Procedure: The Fe-N-C catalyst coated GDL
layers prepared by doctor blading were in the range of
1.5-1.7 mg/cm2 and shown as an average in results which
were immersed in KOH to achieve high conductivity[18].
Several break in procedures were carried out in Ar saturated
environment during cyclic voltammetry to initiate the
activation. The polarization curve and Tafel plot of all
samples (averaged) in linear and logarithmic scale is
demonstrated, the 48h sample exhibit the high onset and have
less linear drop during activation losses, however the sample
with 72h loading have rapid drop during activation losses and
with much severe mass transport limitation as compared to
other activation time. In comparison to activation losses, the
sample with 48h activation exhibits the onset at 0.8 VRHE

(Figure 10), the activity of all samples reduced gradually in
the kinetic controlled region (0.6-0.9 VRHE).

In the Tafel plot (Figure10), 48h activation exhibited
high performance while the 72h activation fall below the
non-activated samples. Variation in the activity is due to loss
of cationic active sites, ion dilution and swelling along with
long term immersion of CCM in electrolyte that increases the
impurity ions which needed to be removed accordingly[18],
[19]. The 72h immersion showed significant low performance,
the would be possible due to two reason, Fe-N-C catalyst
or ionomer stability (resulting due to OH- attack at the C2
position of Benzimidazolium ring)[20]. Another possibility
for less activity in the high current density region is due
dimensional swelling and water uptake for monovalent anion
as reported in literature that OH− ions can lead to more
dimensional swelling as compared to CL− and I− ions[19],
[21]. In the Kinetic region (around 0.8 VRHE), all the samples
exhibited the similar performance.

Fig. 10. Fe-N-C LIEC Polarization curve showing the catalyst layer opti-
mization by activation time

4) Reproducibility Fe-N-C HIEC: To investigate the repro-
ducibility of results, Fe-N-C HIEC GDLs were prepared with
loading from 0.89-1.73 mg/cm2 for ORR in O2.

Fig. 11. Fe-N-C HIEC Polarization curve showing the reproducibility of
results

The polarization curve in Figure 11 depicts the performance
of Fe-N-C in comparison to commercial Pt/C to the limiting
current density of 2 A/cm2 The impact of loading can be seen
that as the catalyst loading increases, the activity gets better
but to a certain extent. The Fe-N-C achieved the limiting
current density of 0.49-0.53 VRHE at 2 A/cm2 with higher
onset of 0.80 VRHE which agrees with our previous results.
Unlike Pt/C which very high activity of 0.7 VRHE at 2A/cm2

in acid electrolyte, the Fe-N-C perceived very high activation
losses which is subjected to hydration level of anion exchange
material. Despite the similar performance in polarization
curve, all samples have different OCV without correlation to
loading and the activity degradation starts at 0.8 VRHE in
the low current density region with increasing slope in high
current density region (Figure 11). The performance gap is
huge between Pt/C and Fe-N-C HIEC which may require some
more activation study to optimize the catalyst layer properties.

5) Stability of Fe-N-C with HIEC Ionomer in ORR O2:
To address the stability of catalyst and ionomer in alkaline,
the optimized Fe-N-C with anion conducting ionomer HIEC
is subjected to ORR in O2 before and after 5000 AST
degradation cycles in Ar. With the use of high conductive
ionomer AemionTM HIEC, the Fe-N-C was able to achieve
and maintain its performance at high current density. The
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performance of Fe-N-C is similar after subjecting to 5000
degradation cycles with onset of 0.801 VRHE and approached
limiting current density of 2 A/cm2 at 0.53 VRHE . Similarly,
the OCV value for measurements is similar '1.0 VRHE

with a Tafel slope of 110.2 mV/dec in low current density
region of 0.1 mA/cm2 to 10 mA/cm2 from 0.8-1.0 VRHE . As
approaching to high current density, the cathode is subjected
to water starvation which leads to severe hydration of anion
exchange material and thus the catalyst will be acquiring a
high activation energy and overpotentials, which can be seen
in the polarization curve.

6) Impact of non-Optimized Fe-N-C with H+ Conducting
Ionomer NafionTM: The Fe-N-C in acid electrolyte has been
studied in past years but it still hasn’t gained much attention
due to low initial activity for ORR[22]–[24]. To see the effect
of type of ionomer, NafionTMis added to Fe-N-C Pajarito
Powder and the effect can be seen in polarization curve Figure
12.

Fig. 12. Severe degradation of Fe-N-C with proton conducting ionomer in
Acid electrolyte

The catalyst was subjected to sequential ORR in O2 to
investigate any effect on the performance. The activity of
catalyst degrades gradually with less positive onset and ap-
proach to mass transport limitation without reaching to the
limiting current density of GDE i.e. 2 A/cm2. In the first ORR
measurement, the Fe-N-C approached to 930 mA/cm2 at 0.1
VRHE which reduced to 750 mA/cm at 0.1 VRHE for second
and third (after 5000 degradation cycles) ORR measurement.
Now, if we look in CVs Figure 12, the voltammogram is not
stable with fluctuation in current density in both scans and the
pseudo capacitance is changing with increasing potential. The

disturbance in the system yet not enabled GDE to investigate
the catalyst layer properties as the problem is continuous since
we have got reproducible results for this experiment. Now
taking consideration of Fe-N-C and NafionTM, the catalyst
is optimized for AEMFC alkaline solution especially KOH
electrolyte. The Nafion is mostly used for PGM catalyst
as binder in PEMFC while the iron is most subjected to
corrosion and dissolution in acid. Although, Fe-N-C showed a
suitable activity for ORR in acid, but its combination with
different electrocatalyst is a broad field of research. Now
taking consideration of Fe-N-C and NafionTM,the catalyst is
not optimized for PEMFC. The Nafion is mostly used for PGM
catalyst as binder in PEMFC which shows that the problem
doesn’t occurred due to ionomer. More investigation will be
required by extensive series of experiment with additional
surface characterization. However, there is not much research
available for the proper understanding of the combination of
Fe-N-C with Nafion degradation on a molecular level and
there is still a gap to identify the root cause of the problem
either the problem lies in the conduction of ionomer or the
water management issue causes the observable performance
degradation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, all research objectives were met to analyze
the versatility of GDE half cell investigation. The electrolyte
and membrane can affect the performance of ORR elec-
trocatalyst as observed in the commercial Pt/C with and
without membrane in different acid electrolyte (HClO4 and
H2SO4). The radical chlorine and sulfate ions can poison the
catalyst active and the probability of Pt dissolution is high
due to uncertain events of amplifier overloading. It has been
found that diprotic effect of H2SO4 can limit the activity
of commercial Pt/C and the higher affinity to sulfate ions
on catalyst layer can reduce the performance and subjected
to high mass transport limitation and it can be overcome
with introduction of ion conducting Nafion membrane. The
Pt/C HISPEC 4000 with loading 0.3 mg/cm2 approached to
limiting current density of 2 A/cm2 at 0.63 VRHE in 1.0 M
HClO4, the catalyst showed very high performance in KOH
in contrast to the literature which shows the overestimation
of performance and it is considered as a drawback in GDE
half cell measurements. The advanced Pt/HGS was evaluated
in 1.0M HClO4 to investigate the results from the scientists
that it can reach to maximum activity after subjecting to 10k
degradation cycles. Finally, the GDE half-cell was conditioned
to mimic the AFC for optimization of non PGM electrocatalyst
Fe-N-C (Pajarito powder) and high anion conducting ionomer
AemionTM with different ion exchange capacity. The catalyst
layer was optimized by immersing the catalyst coated GDL in
1.0 M KOH for 48 hours demonstrating the best performance
and the catalyst showed very high and uniform stability with
5000 AST cycles in the potential sweep of 0.6-1.0 VRHE .
Several other investigations can be done in GDE such as ECSA
determination by CO stripping to tackle the issues we faced
during H2 stripping and investigation of Pt-alloys for ORR in
the half cell. Due to quick and fast track GDE methods, it
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is possible to quickly investigate numerous catalysts in short
period of time but this investigation sometimes doesn’t tell
the full story such as catalyst morphological changes during
cycling, the amount of catalyst dissolution, these properties
can be accommodated by combining GDE with other tools
such as TEM and scanning flow cell for future work.
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